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7s contain -MB- 

ALEMBIC ABCEILM apparatus formerly used in distilling [n -S] 

AMBAGES AABEGMS AMBAGE, winding path [n] 

AMBARIS AABIMRS AMBARI, ambary (East Indian plant) [n] 

AMBEERS ABEEMRS AMBEER, tobacco juice [n] 

AMBIENT ABEIMNT ambience (character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation) [n -S] 

AMBLERS ABELMRS AMBLER, one that ambles (to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner)) [n] 

AMBLING ABGILMN AMBLE, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

AMBOINA AABIMNO amboyna (mottled wood of Indonesian tree) [n -S] 

AMBONES ABEMNOS AMBO, pulpit in early Christian church [n] 

AMBOYNA AABMNOY mottled wood of Indonesian tree [n -S] 

AMBRIES ABEIMRS AMBRY, recess in church wall for sacred vessels [n] 

AMBROID ABDIMOR synthetic amber [n -S] 

AMBSACE AABCEMS bad luck [n -S] 

APLOMBS ABLMOPS APLOMB, self-confidence [n] 

ARMBAND AABDMNR band worn around arm (upper appendage of human body) [n -S] 

BAMBINI ABBIIMN BAMBINO, baby [n] 

BAMBINO ABBIMNO baby [n -NI, -S] 

BAMBOOS ABBMOOS BAMBOO, tropical grass [n] 

BEDUMBS BBDEMSU BEDUMB, to render speechless [v] 

BENUMBS BBEMNSU BENUMB, to make numb [v] 

BIMBOES BBEIMOS BIMBO, disreputable person [n] 

BOMBARD ABBDMOR to bomb (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOMBAST ABBMOST pompous language [n -S] 

BOMBERS BBEMORS BOMBER, one that bombs (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [n] 

BOMBING BBGIMNO attack with bombs [n -S] / BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [v] 

BOMBLET BBELMOT small bomb [n -S] 

BOMBORA ABBMOOR sea area over ridge of rock [n -S] 

BOOMBOX BBMOOOX portable radio and tape or compact disc player [n -ES] 

BRAMBLE ABBELMR to gather berries [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRAMBLY ABBLMRY prickly (having many sharp points) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BUMBAGS ABBGMSU BUMBAG, pack that straps to waist [n] 

BUMBLED BBDELMU BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BUMBLER BBELMRU one that bumbles (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n -S] 

BUMBLES BBELMSU BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BUMBOAT ABBMOTU boat used to peddle wares to larger ships [n -S] 

BUMBOYS BBMOSUY BUMBOY, offensive word [n] 

CABOMBA AABBCMO aquatic plant [n -S] 

CAMBERS ABCEMRS CAMBER, to arch slightly [v] 

CAMBIAL AABCILM pertaining to cambium (layer of plant tissue) [adj] 

CAMBISM ABCIMMS theory and practice of exchange in commerce [n -S] 

CAMBIST ABCIMST dealer in bills of exchange [n -S] 

CAMBIUM ABCIMMU layer of plant tissue [n -IA, -S] 

CAMBRIC ABCCIMR fine linen [n -S] 

CARAMBA AAABCMR used to express surprise or dismay [interj] 

CEMBALI ABCEILM CEMBALO, harpsichord [n] 
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CEMBALO ABCELMO harpsichord [n -LI, -S] 

CHAMBER ABCEHMR to put in chamber (room) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMBRE ABCEHMR brought (as wine) to room temperature [adj] 

CHIMBLY BCHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -LIES] 

CLAMBER ABCELMR to climb awkwardly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLIMBED BCDEILM CLIMB, to ascend (to go or move upward) [v] 

CLIMBER BCEILMR one that climbs (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [n -S] 

CLUMBER BCELMRU stocky spaniel [n -S] 

COMBATS ABCMOST COMBAT, to fight against [v] 

COMBERS BCEMORS COMBER, one that combs (to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)) [n] 

COMBINE BCEIMNO to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

COMBING BCGIMNO COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument) [v] 

COMBUST BCMOSTU to burn (to destroy by fire) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COOMBES BCEMOOS COOMBE, combe (narrow valley) [n] 

CORYMBS BCMORSY CORYMB, flower cluster [n] 

CRAMBES ABCEMRS CRAMBE, annual herb [n] 

CRAMBOS ABCMORS CRAMBO, word game [n] 

CRUMBED BCDEMRU CRUMB, to break into crumbs (small pieces) [v] 

CRUMBER BCEMRRU one that crumbs (to break into crumbs (small pieces)) [n -S] 

CRUMBLE BCELMRU to break into small pieces [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRUMBLY BCLMRUY easily crumbled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRUMBUM BCMMRUU despicable person [n -S] 

CUMBERS BCEMRSU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMBIAS ABCIMSU CUMBIA, Latin-American dance [n] 

CYMBALS ABCLMSY CYMBAL, percussion instrument [n] 

DICAMBA AABCDIM herbicide [n -S] 

DJEMBES BDEEJMS DJEMBE, type of African hand drum [n] 

DRUMBLE BDELMRU to move slowly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DUMBEST BDEMSTU DUMB, incapable of speech [adj] 

DUMBING BDGIMNU DUMB, to make silent [v] 

EMBALMS ABELMMS EMBALM, to treat so as to protect from decay [v] 

EMBANKS ABEKMNS EMBANK, to confine or protect with raised structure [v] 

EMBARGO ABEGMOR to restrain trade by governmental order [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EMBARKS ABEKMRS EMBARK, to make start [v] 

EMBASSY ABEMSSY headquarters of ambassador [n -SSIES] 

EMBAYED ABDEEMY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v] 

EMBLAZE ABEELMZ to set on fire [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EMBLEMS BEELMMS EMBLEM, to represent with emblem (graphical symbol) [v] 

EMBOLIC BCEILMO EMBOLISM, obstruction of blood vessel by embolus [adj] 

EMBOLUS BELMOSU abnormal particle circulating in blood [n -LI] 

EMBOSKS BEKMOSS EMBOSK, to conceal with foliage [v] 

EMBOSOM BEMMOOS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBOWED BDEEMOW EMBOW, to arch (to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening)) [v] 

EMBOWEL BEELMOW to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

EMBOWER BEEMORW to surround with foliage [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBRACE ABCEEMR to hug (to clasp tightly in arms) [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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EMBROIL BEILMOR to involve in conflict [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBROWN BEMNORW to make brown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBRUED BDEEMRU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

EMBRUES BEEMRSU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

EMBRUTE BEEMRTU to imbrute (to make brutal) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMBRYON BEMNORY embryo (organism in its early stages of development) [n -S] 

EMBRYOS BEMORSY EMBRYO, organism in its early stages of development [n] 

ENJAMBS ABEJMNS ENJAMB, to continue sentence from one line of poem to next [v] 

ENTOMBS BEMNOST ENTOMB, to place in tomb [v] 

ENWOMBS BEMNOSW ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

FIMBLES BEFILMS FIMBLE, male hemp plant [n] 

FIMBRIA ABFIIMR fringe or fringe-like structure [n -E] 

FLAMBEE ABEEFLM flaming [adj] 

FLAMBES ABEFLMS FLAMBE, to douse with liqueur and ignite [v] 

FUMBLED BDEFLMU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v] 

FUMBLER BEFLMRU one that fumbles (to handle clumsily) [n -S] 

FUMBLES BEFLMSU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v]  

GAMBADE AABDEGM gambado (leap made by horse) [n -S] 

GAMBADO AABDGMO leap made by horse [n -ES, -S] 

GAMBIAS AABGIMS GAMBIA, gambier (extract obtained from Asian vine) [n] 

GAMBIER ABEGIMR extract obtained from Asian vine [n -S] 

GAMBIRS ABGIMRS GAMBIR, gambier (extract obtained from Asian vine) [n] 

GAMBITS ABGIMST GAMBIT, type of chess opening [n] 

GAMBLED ABDEGLM GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMBLER ABEGLMR one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables) [n -S] 

GAMBLES ABEGLMS GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMBOGE ABEGGMO gum resin [n -S] 

GAMBOLS ABGLMOS GAMBOL, to leap about playfully [v] 

GAMBREL ABEGLMR part of horse's leg [n -S] 

GIMBALS ABGILMS GIMBAL, to support on set of rings [v] 

GOMBEEN BEEGMNO usury (lending of money at exorbitant interest rate) [n -S] 

GOOMBAH ABGHMOO older man who is friend [n -S] 

GOOMBAY ABGMOOY calypso music of Bahamas [n -S] 

GRUMBLE BEGLMRU to mutter in discontent [v -D, -LING, -S] 

GRUMBLY BGLMRUY given to grumbling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GUMBALL ABGLLMU small ball of chewing gum [n -S] 

GUMBOIL BGILMOU abscess in gum [n -S] 

GUMBOOT BGMOOTU rubber boot [n -S] 

HAMBONE ABEHMNO to overact (to act with exaggeration) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

HAMBURG ABGHMRU patty of ground beef [n -S] 

HOMBRES BEHMORS HOMBRE, fellow [n] 

HOMBURG BGHMORU felt hat [n -S] 

HUMBLED BDEHLMU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

HUMBLER BEHLMRU HUMBLE, modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [adj] / one that humbles (to reduce pride of) [n -S] 

HUMBLES BEHLMSU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

HUMBUGS BGHMSUU HUMBUG, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 
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IAMBICS ABCIIMS IAMBIC, iamb (type of metrical foot) [n] 

IMBALMS ABILMMS IMBALM, to embalm (to treat so as to protect from decay) [v] 

IMBARKS ABIKMRS IMBARK, to embark (to make start) [v] 

IMBIBED BBDEIIM IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 

IMBIBER BBEIIMR one that imbibes (to drink (to swallow liquid)) [n -S] 

IMBIBES BBEIIMS IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 

IMBLAZE ABEILMZ to emblaze (to set on fire) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IMBOSOM BIMMOOS to embosom (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBOWER BEIMORW to embower (to surround with foliage) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBROWN BIMNORW to embrown (to make brown) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBRUED BDEIMRU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

IMBRUES BEIMRSU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

IMBRUTE BEIMRTU to make brutal [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IMBUING BGIIMNU IMBUE, to make thoroughly wet [v] 

INTOMBS BIMNOST INTOMB, to entomb (to place in tomb) [v] 

JAMBEAU AABEJMU piece of armor for leg [n -S, -X] 

JAMBING ABGIJMN JAMB, to jam (to force together tightly) [v] 

JUMBALS ABJLMSU JUMBAL, ring-shaped cookie [n] 

JUMBIES BEIJMSU JUMBIE, spirit of dead person [n] 

JUMBLED BDEJLMU JUMBLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

JUMBLER BEJLMRU one that jumbles (to mix in disordered manner) [n -S] 

JUMBLES BEJLMSU JUMBLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

JUMBUCK BCJKMUU sheep (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

KALIMBA AABIKLM African musical instrument [n -S] 

LAMBADA AAABDLM Brazilian dance [n -S] 

LAMBAST AABLMST to lambaste (to beat severely) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LAMBDAS AABDLMS LAMBDA, Greek letter [n] 

LAMBENT ABELMNT flickering lightly and gently over surface [adj] 

LAMBERS ABELMRS LAMBER, ewe that is lambing [n] 

LAMBERT ABELMRT unit of brightness [n -S] 

LAMBIER ABEILMR LAMBY, resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMBIES ABEILMS LAMBIE, lambkin (small lamb) [n] 

LAMBING ABGILMN birth of lambs on farm [n -S] / LAMB, to give birth to lamb (young sheep) [v] 

LAMBKIN ABIKLMN small lamb [n -S] 

LIMBATE ABEILMT having edge of different color [adj] 

LIMBECK BCEIKLM alembic (apparatus formerly used in distilling) [n -S] 

LIMBERS BEILMRS LIMBER, to make flexible [v] 

LIMBIER BEIILMR LIMBY, having many large branches [adj] 

LIMBING BGIILMN LIMB, to cut off arms or legs of [v] 

LIMBOED BDEILMO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LIMBOES BEILMOS limbo [n] / LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LUMBAGO ABGLMOU pain in lower back [n -S] 

LUMBARS ABLMRSU LUMBAR, anatomical part situated near loins [n] 

LUMBERS BELMRSU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 

MACUMBA AABCMMU religion practiced in Brazil [n -S] 

MAMBOED ABDEMMO MAMBO, to perform ballroom dance [v] 
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MAMBOES ABEMMOS MAMBO, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

MARIMBA AABIMMR percussion instrument [n -S] 

MEMBERS BEEMMRS MEMBER, distinct part of whole [n] 

MIMBARS ABIMMRS MIMBAR, minbar (Muslim pulpit) [n] 

MUMBLED BDELMMU MUMBLE, to speak unclearly [v] 

MUMBLER BELMMRU one that mumbles (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

MUMBLES BELMMSU MUMBLE, to speak unclearly [v] 

NELUMBO BELMNOU aquatic herb [n -S] 

NIMBLER BEILMNR NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NOMBLES BELMNOS numbles (animal entrails) [n NOMBLES] 

NOMBRIL BILMNOR point on heraldic shield [n -S] 

NUMBATS ABMNSTU NUMBAT, small Australian mammal [n] 

NUMBERS BEMNRSU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

NUMBEST BEMNSTU NUMB, lacking sensation [adj] 

NUMBING BGIMNNU NUMB, to make numb [v] 

NUMBLES BELMNSU animal entrails [n NUMBLES] 

PEMBINA ABEIMNP variety of cranberry [n -S] 

PLUMBED BDELMPU PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

PLUMBER BELMPRU one who installs and repairs plumbing [n -S] 

PLUMBIC BCILMPU containing lead [adj] 

PLUMBUM BLMMPUU lead [n -S] 

RAMBLAS AABLMRS RAMBLA, dry ravine [n] 

RAMBLED ABDELMR RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

RAMBLER ABELMRR one that rambles (to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n -S] 

RAMBLES ABELMRS RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

RECOMBS BCEMORS RECOMB, to comb again [v] 

RHOMBIC BCHIMOR having shape of rhombus [adj] 

RHOMBUS BHMORSU type of geometric figure [n -BI, -ES] 

RHUMBAS ABHMRSU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RUMBAED ABDEMRU RUMBA, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

RUMBLED BDELMRU RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

RUMBLER BELMRRU one that rumbles (to make deep, thunderous sound) [n -S] 

RUMBLES BELMRSU RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

SAMBAED AABDEMS SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SAMBALS AABLMSS SAMBAL, spicy condiment [n] 

SAMBARS AABMRSS SAMBAR, large Asian deer [n] 

SAMBHAR AABHMRS sambar (large Asian deer) [n -S] 

SAMBHUR ABHMRSU sambar (large Asian deer) [n -S] 

SAMBOES ABEMOSS SAMBO, Latin American of mixed black and Indian ancestry [n] 

SAMBUCA AABCMSU ancient stringed instrument [n -S] 

SAMBUKE ABEKMSU sambuca (ancient stringed instrument) [n -S] 

SAMBURS ABMRSSU SAMBUR, sambar (large Asian deer) [n] 

SCUMBAG ABCGMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SCUMBLE BCELMSU to soften outlines or colors of by rubbing lightly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHAMBAS AABHMSS SHAMBA, farm in East Africa [n] 

SHAMBLE ABEHLMS to walk awkwardly [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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SJAMBOK ABJKMOS to strike with whip used in South Africa [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLUMBER BELMRSU to sleep (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SOMBRER BEMORRS SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SPAMBOT ABMOPST computer program that sends out unsolicited e-mail [n -S] 

STUMBLE BELMSTU to miss one's step in walking or running [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SYMBION BIMNOSY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

SYMBIOT BIMOSTY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

SYMBOLS BLMOSSY SYMBOL, to serve as symbol (representation) of [v] 

TAMBACS AABCMST TAMBAC, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

TAMBAKS AABKMST TAMBAK, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

TAMBALA AAABLMT monetary unit of Malawi [n MATAMBALA, -S] 

TAMBOUR ABMORTU to embroider on round wooden frame [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TAMBURA AABMRTU stringed instrument [n -S] 

TAMBURS ABMRSTU TAMBUR, tambura (stringed instrument) [n] 

TEMBLOR BELMORT earthquake [n -ES, -S] 

THIMBLE BEHILMT cap used to protect fingertip during sewing [n -S] 

THROMBI BHIMORT THROMBUS, clot occluding blood vessel [n] 

THUMBED BDEHMTU THUMB, to leaf through with thumb (short, thick digit of human hand) [v] 

TIMBALE ABEILMT pastry shell shaped like drum [n -S] 

TIMBALS ABILMST TIMBAL, large drum [n] 

TIMBERS BEIMRST TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [v] 

TIMBERY BEIMRTY TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [adj] 

TIMBRAL ABILMRT TIMBRE, quality given to sound by its overtones [adj] 

TIMBREL BEILMRT percussion instrument [n -S] 

TIMBRES BEIMRST TIMBRE, quality given to sound by its overtones [n] 

TOMBACK ABCKMOT tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n -S] 

TOMBACS ABCMOST TOMBAC, alloy of copper and zinc [n] 

TOMBAKS ABKMOST TOMBAK, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

TOMBING BGIMNOT TOMB, to place in tomb (burial vault or chamber) [v] 

TOMBOLA ABLMOOT gambling game that is type of lottery [n -S] 

TOMBOLO BLMOOOT sandbar connecting island to mainland [n -S] 

TOMBOYS BMOOSTY TOMBOY, girl who prefers boyish activities [n] 

TREMBLE BEELMRT to shake involuntarily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TREMBLY BELMRTY marked by trembling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TUMBLED BDELMTU TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

TUMBLER BELMRTU one that tumbles (to fall or roll end over end) [n -S] 

TUMBLES BELMSTU TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

TUMBREL BELMRTU type of cart [n -S] 

TUMBRIL BILMRTU tumbrel (type of cart) [n -S] 

TYMBALS ABLMSTY TYMBAL, timbal (large drum) [n] 

UMBELED BDEELMU UMBEL, type of flower cluster [adj] 

UMBERED BDEEMRU UMBER, to color with brown pigment [v] 

UMBONAL ABLMNOU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [adj] 

UMBONES BEMNOSU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [n] 

UMBONIC BCIMNOU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [adj] 

UMBRAGE ABEGMRU resentment [n -S] 
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WAMBLED ABDELMW WAMBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WAMBLES ABELMSW WAMBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WIMBLED BDEILMW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WIMBLES BEILMSW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WOMBATS ABMOSTW WOMBAT, nocturnal mammal [n] 

WOMBIER BEIMORW WOMBY, hollow (not solid (having definite shape and volume)) [adj] 

YOHIMBE BEHIMOY topical African tree [n -S] 

ZOMBIES BEIMOSZ ZOMBIE, will-less human capable only of automatic movement [n] 

ZOMBIFY BFIMOYZ to turn into zombie [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ZOMBOID BDIMOOZ zombielike [adj] 

 

7s end -MB 

COULOMB BCLMOOU electrical measure [n -S] 

COXCOMB BCCMOOX conceited dandy [n -S] 

REPLUMB BELMPRU to plumb again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCUMB BCCMSUU to yield to superior force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPCLIMB BCILMPU to climb up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start MB- 

MBAQANGA AAABGMNQ South African dance music [n -S] 

 

8s contain -MB- 

ADUMBRAL AABDLMRU shadowy (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

AMBARIES AABEIMRS AMBARY, East Indian plant [n] 

AMBERIES ABEEIMRS AMBERY, ambry (recess in church wall for sacred vessels) [n] 

AMBERINA AABEIMNR type of glassware [n -S] 

AMBEROID ABDEIMOR ambroid (synthetic amber) [n -S] 

AMBIANCE AABCEIMN ambience (character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation) [n -S] 

AMBIENCE ABCEEIMN character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation [n -S] 

AMBITION ABIIMNOT to seek with eagerness [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AMBIVERT ABEIMRTV person whose personality type is intermediate between introvert and extravert [n -S] 

AMBROSIA AABIMORS food of Greek and Roman gods [n -S] 

AMBULANT AABLMNTU ambulating [adj] 

AMBULATE AABELMTU to move or walk about [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AMBUSHED ABDEHMSU AMBUSH, to attack from concealed place [v] 

AMBUSHER ABEHMRSU one that ambushes (to attack from concealed place) [n -S] 

AMBUSHES ABEHMSSU AMBUSH, to attack from concealed place [v] 

ASSEMBLE ABEELMSS to come or bring together [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ASSEMBLY ABELMSSY act of assembling (to come or bring together) [n -LIES] 

ATREMBLE ABEELMRT trembling [adj] 

AUMBRIES ABEIMRSU AUMBRY, ambry (recess in church wall for sacred vessels) [n] 

BEDUMBED BBDDEEMU BEDUMB, to render speechless [v] 

BEJUMBLE BBEEJLMU to jumble (to mix in disordered manner) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BENUMBED BBDEEMNU BENUMB, to make numb [v] 
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BERIMBAU ABBEIMRU Brazilian musical instrument [n -S] 

BIBIMBAP ABBBIIMP Korean rice dish [n -S] 

BIMBETTE BBEEIMTT attractive but empty-headed young woman [n -S] 

BOMBABLE ABBBELMO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [adj] 

BOMBARDE ABBDEMOR medieval shawm [n -S] 

BOMBESIN BBEIMNOS combination of amino acids [n -S] 

BOMBLOAD ABBDLMOO quantity of bombs being carried [n -S] 

BOMBYCID BBCDIMOY moth (winged insect) [n -S] 

BOMBYXES BBEMOSXY BOMBYX, silkworm (caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers) [n] 

BRUMBIES BBEIMRSU BRUMBY, wild horse [n] 

BUMBLING BBGILMNU instance of clumsiness [n -S] / BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BUNCOMBE BBCEMNOU nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

CAMBERED ABCDEEMR CAMBER, to arch slightly [v] 

CAMBOGIA AABCGIMO gum resin [n -S] 

CAMBOOSE ABCEMOOS large cabin at logging camp [n -S] 

CHAMBRAY AABCHMRY fine fabric [n -S] 

CHIMBLEY BCEHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -S] 

CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S] 

CLAMBAKE AABCEKLM beach picnic [n -S] 

CLIMBING BCGIILMN sport or activity of ascending mountains [n -S] / CLIMB, to ascend (to go or move upward) [v] 

COEMBODY BCDEMOOY to embody jointly [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

COLUMBIC BCCILMOU pertaining to niobium (metallic element) [adj] 

COMBATED ABCDEMOT COMBAT, to fight against [v] 

COMBATER ABCEMORT one that combats (to fight against) [n -S] 

COMBINED BCDEIMNO skiing competition combining two events [n -S] / COMBINE, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v] 

COMBINER BCEIMNOR one that combines (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S] 

COMBINGS BCGIMNOS hair removed by comb [n -S] 

COMBLIKE BCEIKLMO resembling comb [adj] 

COMBOVER BCEMOORV hair that is combed over bald spot [n -S] 

COMEMBER BCEEMMOR one that shares membership [n -S] 

CORYMBED BCDEMORY CORYMB, flower cluster [adj] 

CRAMBOES ABCEMORS CRAMBO, word game [n] 

CRUMBIER BCEIMRRU CRUMBY, full of crumbs [adj] 

CRUMBING BCGIMNRU CRUMB, to break into crumbs (small pieces) [v] 

CUCUMBER BCCEMRUU garden vegetable [n -S] 

CUMBERED BCDEEMRU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMBERER BCEEMRRU one that cumbers (to hinder (to impede)) [n -S] 

CUMBROUS BCMORSUU unwieldy (not wieldy (easily wielded)) [adj] 

CYMBALER ABCELMRY one that plays cymbals [n -S] 

CYMBALOM ABCLMMOY cimbalom (Hungarian dulcimer) [n -S] 

CYMBIDIA ABCDIIMY tropical orchids [n CYMBIDIA] 

CYMBLING BCGILMNY cymling (variety of squash) [n -S] 

DRUMBEAT ABDEMRTU sound of drum [n -S] 

DUMBBELL BBDELLMU weight lifted for muscular exercise [n -S] 

DUMBCANE ABCDEMNU tropical plant [n -S] 

DUMBHEAD ABDDEHMU stupid person [n -S] 
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DUMBNESS BDEMNSSU state of being dumb (incapable of speech) [n -S] 

DUMBSHOW BDHMOSUW presentation in which communication is solely by signs and gestures [n -S] 

DUMBSIZE BDEIMSUZ to reduce workforce so low that work cannot be done effectively [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMBALMED ABDEELMM EMBALM, to treat so as to protect from decay [v] 

EMBALMER ABEELMMR one that embalms (to treat so as to protect from decay) [n -S] 

EMBANKED ABDEEKMN EMBANK, to confine or protect with raised structure [v] 

EMBARKED ABDEEKMR EMBARK, to make start [v] 

EMBARRED ABDEEMRR EMBAR, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

EMBATTLE ABEELMTT to prepare for battle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMBAYING ABEGIMNY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v] 

EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v] 

EMBEZZLE BEEELMZZ to appropriate fraudulently to one's own use [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMBIGGEN BEEGGIMN to make bigger [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBITTER BEEIMRTT to make bitter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBLAZER ABEELMRZ one that emblazes (to set on fire) [n -S] 

EMBLAZON ABELMNOZ to decorate with brilliant colors [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBLEMED BDEEELMM EMBLEM, to represent with emblem (graphical symbol) [v] 

EMBODIED BDDEEIMO EMBODY, to provide with body [v] 

EMBODIER BDEEIMOR one that embodies (to provide with body) [n -S] 

EMBODIES BDEEIMOS EMBODY, to provide with body [v] 

EMBOLDEN BDEELMNO to instill with courage [v -ED, ING, -S] 

EMBOLIES BEEILMOS EMBOLY, phase of embryonic growth [n] 

EMBOLISM BEILMMOS obstruction of blood vessel by embolus [n -S] 

EMBORDER BDEEMORR to provide with border [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBOSKED BDEEKMOS EMBOSK, to conceal with foliage [v] 

EMBOSSED BDEEMOSS EMBOSS, to decorate with raised designs [v] 

EMBOSSER BEEMORSS one that embosses (to decorate with raised designs) [n -S] 

EMBOSSES BEEMOSSS EMBOSS, to decorate with raised designs [v] 

EMBOWING BEGIMNOW EMBOW, to arch (to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening)) [v] 

EMBRACER ABCEEMRR one that embraces (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [n -S] 

EMBRUING BEGIMNRU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

EMBRYOID BDEIMORY mass of tissue that resembles embryo [n -S] 

ENCUMBER BCEEMNRU to hinder in action or movement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENJAMBED ABDEEJMN ENJAMB, to continue sentence from one line of poem to next [v] 

ENSEMBLE BEEELMNS group of complementary parts [n -S] 

ENTOMBED BDEEMNOT ENTOMB, to place in tomb [v] 

ENWOMBED BDEEMNOW ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

FIMBRIAL ABFIILMR FIMBRIA, fringe or fringe-like structure [adj] 

FLAMBEAU AABEFLMU flaming torch [n -S, -X] 

FLAMBEED ABDEEFLM FLAMBE, to douse with liqueur and ignite [v] 

FUMBLING BFGILMNU FUMBLE, to handle clumsily [v] 

GAMBESON ABEGMNOS medieval coat [n -S] 

GAMBLING ABGGILMN GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMBOLED ABDEGLMO GAMBOL, to leap about playfully [v] 

GAMBUSIA AABGIMSU small fish [n -S] 

GIMBALED ABDEGILM GIMBAL, to support on set of rings [v] 
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GOMBROON BGMNOOOR kind of Persian pottery [n -S] 

GRUMBLER BEGLMRRU one that grumbles (to mutter in discontent) [n -S] 

GUMBOTIL BGILMOTU sticky clay [n -S] 

HUMBLERS BEHLMRSU HUMBLER, one that humbles (to reduce pride of) [n] 

HUMBLEST BEHLMSTU HUMBLE, modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [adj] 

HUMBLING BGHILMNU HUMBLE, to reduce pride of [v] 

IAMBUSES ABEIMSSU IAMBUS, iamb (type of metrical foot) [n] 

IMBALMED ABDEILMM IMBALM, to embalm (to treat so as to protect from decay) [v] 

IMBALMER ABEILMMR embalmer (one that embalms (to treat so as to protect from decay)) [n -S] 

IMBARKED ABDEIKMR IMBARK, to embark (to make start) [v] 

IMBECILE BCEEIILM mentally deficient person [n -S] 

IMBEDDED BDDDEEIM IMBED, to embed (to fix firmly into surrounding mass) [v] 

IMBIBING BBGIIIMN IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 

IMBITTER BEIIMRTT to embitter (to make bitter) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBODIED BDDEIIMO IMBODY, to embody (to provide with body) [v] 

IMBODIES BDEIIMOS IMBODY, to embody (to provide with body) [v] 

IMBOLDEN BDEILMNO to embolden (to instill with courage) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBRUING BGIIMNRU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

INCUMBER BCEIMNRU to encumber (to hinder in action or movement) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTOMBED BDEIMNOT INTOMB, to entomb (to place in tomb) [v] 

JAMBOREE ABEEJMOR noisy celebration [n -S] 

JUMBLING BGIJLMNU JUMBLE, to mix in disordered manner [v] 

LAMBASTE AABELMST to beat severely [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAMBDOID ABDDILMO LAMBDA, Greek letter [adj] 

LAMBENCY ABCELMNY quality or instance of being lambent [n -CIES] 

LAMBIEST ABEILMST LAMBY, resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMBKILL ABIKLLLM evergreen shrub [n -S] 

LAMBKINS ABIKLMNS LAMBKIN, small lamb [n] 

LAMBLIKE ABEIKLLM resembling lamb [adj] 

LAMBSKIN ABIKLMNS skin of lamb [n -S] 

LIMBERED BDEEILMR LIMBER, to make flexible [v] 

LIMBERER BEEILMRR LIMBER, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

LIMBERLY BEILLMRY LIMBER, flexible (capable of being bent) [adv] 

LIMBIEST BEIILMST LIMBY, having many large branches [adj] 

LIMBLESS BEILLMSS having no arms or legs [adj] 

LIMBOING BGIILMNO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LIMBUSES BEILMSSU LIMBUS, distinctive border [n] 

LUMBERED BDEELMRU LUMBER, to cut down and prepare timber for market [v] 

LUMBERER BEELMRRU one that lumbers (to cut down and prepare timber for market) [n -S] 

LUMBERLY BELLMRUY moving slowly with heavy gait [adj] 

MAMBOING ABGIMMNO MAMBO, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

MEMBERED BDEEEMMR MEMBER, distinct part of whole [adj] 

MEMBRANE ABEEMMNR thin, pliable layer of tissue [n -S] 

MUMBLING BGILMMNU act of speaking unclearly [n -S] / MUMBLE, to speak unclearly [v] 

NIMBLEST BEILMNST NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NIMBUSED BDEIMNSU NIMBUS, luminous cloud [adj] 
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NIMBUSES BEIMNSSU NIMBUS, luminous cloud [n] 

NUMBERED BDEEMNRU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

NUMBERER BEEMNRRU one that numbers (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n -S] 

NUMBFISH BFHIMNSU fish capable of emitting electric shocks [n -ES] 

NUMBNESS BEMNNSSU state of being numb (lacking sensation) [n -ES] 

NUMBNUTS BMNNSTUU offensive term [n -ES] 

PALMBALL AABLLLMP baseball pitched from palm and thumb [n -S] 

PENUMBRA ABEMNPRU partial shadow [n -E, -S] 

PLUMBAGO ABGLMOPU graphite (variety of carbon) [n -S] 

PLUMBERY BELMPRUY work of plumber [n -RIES] 

PLUMBING BGILMNPU pipe system of building [n -S] / PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

PLUMBISM BILMMPSU lead poisoning [n -S] 

PLUMBOUS BLMOPSUU containing lead [adj] 

PREAMBLE ABEELMPR introductory statement [n -S] 

RAMBLING ABGILMNR RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

RAMBUTAN AABMNRTU edible fruit of Malayan tree [n -S] 

RECOMBED BCDEEMOR RECOMB, to comb again [v] 

REEMBARK ABEEKMRR to embark again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEMBODY BDEEMORY to embody again [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

REMEMBER BEEEMMRR to bring to mind again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RENUMBER BEEMNRRU to number again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESEMBLE BEEELMRS to be similar to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RHOMBOID BDHIMOOR type of geometric figure [n -S] 

RHUMBAED ABDEHMRU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RUMBAING ABGIMNRU RUMBA, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

RUMBLING BGILMNRU thunderous sound [n -S] / RUMBLE, to make deep, thunderous sound [v] 

SAMBAING AABGIMNS SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SCOMBRID BCDIMORS fish of mackerel family [n -S] 

SCRAMBLE ABCELMRS to move or climb hurriedly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCUMBALL ABCLLMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SLUMBERY BELMRSUY sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep) [adj] 

SOMBERER BEEMORRS SOMBER, gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

SOMBERLY BELMORSY SOMBER, gloomy (dismally dark) [adv] 

SOMBRELY BELMORSY SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adv] 

SOMBRERO BEMOORRS broad-brimmed hat [n -S] 

SOMBREST BEMORSST SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SOMBROUS BMOORSSU somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

STUMBLER BELMRSTU one that stumbles (to miss one's step in walking or running) [n -S] 

SUMBITCH BCHIMSTU offensive word [n -ES] 

SYMBIONT BIMNOSTY organism living in close association with another [n -S] 

SYMBIOTE BEIMOSTY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

SYMBOLED BDELMOSY SYMBOL, to serve as symbol (representation) of [v] 

SYMBOLIC BCILMOSY pertaining to symbol [adj] 

TAMBOURA AABMORTU tambura (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

THROMBIN BHIMNORT enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

THROMBUS BHMORSTU clot occluding blood vessel [n -BI] 
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THUMBING BGHIMNTU THUMB, to leaf through with thumb (short, thick digit of human hand) [v] 

THUMBKIN BHIKMNTU screw that is turned by thumb and fingers [n -S] 

THUMBNUT BHMNTTUU nut that is turned by thumb and fingers [n -S] 

TIMBERED BDEEIMRT TIMBER, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material) [v] 

TOMBLESS BELMOSST having no tomb [adj] 

TOMBLIKE BEIKLMOT resembling tomb [adj] 

TREMBLER BEELMRRT one that trembles (to shake involuntarily) [n -S] 

TREMBLOR BELMORRT earth tremor [n -S] 

TROMBONE BEMNOORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 

TUMBLING BGILMNTU sport of gymnastics [n -S] / TUMBLE, to fall or roll end over end [v] 

UMBELLAR ABELLMRU UMBEL, type of flower cluster [adj] 

UMBELLED BDEELLMU UMBEL, type of flower cluster [adj] 

UMBELLET BEELLMTU small umbel [n -S] 

UMBELULE BEELLMUU secondary umbel [n -S] 

UMBERING BEGIMNRU UMBER, to color with brown pigment [v] 

UMBILICI BCIIILMU navels (depression in abdomen) [n UMBILICI] 

UMBONATE ABEMNOTU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [adj] 

UMBRELLA ABELLMRU to provide with umbrella (portable cover for protection from rain or sun) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UMBRETTE BEEMRTTU wading bird [n -S] 

UNCOMBED BCDEMNOU not combed (to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)) [adj] 

UNIMBUED BDEIMNUU not imbued (to make thoroughly wet) [adj] 

UNLIMBER BEILMNRU to prepare for action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VAMBRACE AABCEMRV piece of armor for forearm [n -S] 

WAMBLIER ABEILMRW WAMBLY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adj] 

WAMBLING ABGILMNW WAMBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WHIMBREL BEHILMRW shore bird [n -S] 

WIMBLING BGIILMNW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WOMBIEST BEIMOSTW WOMBY, hollow (not solid (having definite shape and volume)) [adj] 

WOMBLIKE BEIKLMOW resembling womb (uterus (organ of female mammals)) [adj] 

ZOMBIISM BIIMMOSZ system of beliefs connected with West African snake god [n -S] 

 

8s end -MB 

BACKCOMB ABBCCKMO to comb hair from ends to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S] 

CHOLIAMB ABCHILMO type of poetic meter [n -S] 

CHORIAMB ABCHIMOR type of metrical foot [n -I, -S] 

DIVEBOMB BBDEIMOV to drop bombs on target from diving airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOORJAMB ABDJMOOR vertical piece at side of doorway [n -S] 

FIREBOMB BBEFIMOR to attack with incendiary bombs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORELIMB BEFILMOR foreleg (one of front legs of animal) [n -S] 

HECATOMB ABCEHMOT great sacrifice or slaughter [n -S] 

OUTCLIMB BCILMOTU to surpass in climbing [v -ED, -LOMB, -ING, -S] 

 


